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Scientific Hypotheses1

What is a hypothesis?
❖ A hypothesis is an "educated guess." In social science, the best hypothesis is an educated guess

about why something happened, or why it happened in a particular way.
❖ "Hypotheses are single tentative guesses (good hunches) assumed for use in devising theory or

planning experiments, intended to be given a direct experimental test when possible.” (Eric M.
Rogers, Physics for the Inquiring Mind (Princeton University Press, Princeton, NJ, 1966)

❖ What makes a statement a scientific hypothesis, rather than just an interesting speculation? A
scientific hypothesis must satisfy two requirements:

1. It must be testable.
2. It must be falsifiable.

A Scientific Hypothesis Must Be “Testable”
❖ Like natural science, social science proceeds by observing the world - in our case, the social,

political, or economic worlds. If a hypothesis does not generate any observational tests, there is
nothing that a scientist can do with it. Science does not move forward when we argue about what
could, should, or ought to happen.

❖ Consider this hypothesis: “That country will collapse next year.” This statement is a prediction
that may or may not come true. It is not a scientific hypothesis because it cannot be tested - unless
we are willing to wait until next year.

A Scientific Hypothesis Must Be “Falsifiable"
❖ A social science hypothesis must not only be testable; it must also meet the requirement that Karl

Popper, the philosopher of science, called "falsifiability.” That is, it must be presented in such a
way that, if the hypothesis is indeed false, we can generally demonstrate this.

❖ Consider this hypothesis: “That country was blessed with abundant natural resources, which may
have - to some degree - contributed to its high level of economic development." This statement is
not a scientific hypothesis because it is not falsifiable. The hypothesis may be right, and we can
devise a test that will support it by examining the country's supply of natural resources, its level
of development, and the use of such resources to help raise the standard of living of the people.
At the same time, though, the hypothesis may also be wrong (as most hypotheses are). What test
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can we devise to prove that it is wrong (i.e., to falsify it)? Virtually none. The hypothesis is so
timid and vague as to defy falsifiability.


